
Appendix for K-VQG: Knowledge-aware Visual Question Generation
for Common-sense Acquisition

1. Details of Target Knowledge Parser
Following K-VQG model, we used a model that con-

sists of a UNITER-based encoder [2] and BART-based de-
coder [3] as our Target Knowledge Parser model. The
encoder takes the visual embeddings v and the tokenized
question q. We used region features obtained from Faster
R-CNN [1] as visual embeddings, as in our VQG model.
The question is tokenized into input sequences using Word-
Piece tokenizer [4].

Our model is trained to minimizing the negative condi-
tional log-likelihood loss function can be expressed through
the following equation:

L = −
|k|∑
n=1

logPθ(kn |k<n, ht) (1)

where ht = Enc(v, q), and k =
{wh, w[SEP], wr, w[SEP], wt}. is a special token that indi-
cates the separation of each part, and wh, wr, wt, w[SEP]

denote the tokens of the head, relation, tail phrases and
special token, respectively.

2. Additional Examples of the K-VQG Dataset
We show additional examples of the K-VQG dataset be-

low.
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K. [MASK], IsA, fine arts

A. sculpture

Q. what is kind of fine arts which is
modeled into certain figures?

K. [MASK], UsedFor, store spices

A. cabinet

Q. what is the white object behind the
woman's head that could be used
to store spices?

K. tray, UsedFor, [MASK]

A. hold food items

Q. what is the ceramic object on top
of the table used for?

Figure 1. Additional examples of the K-VQG dataset (1)



K. [MASK], CreatedBy, seed

A. plant

Q. what is the name of the object to
the right of the fruit that can be
grown from seed?

K. ski, HasSubEvent, [MASK]

A. hit slopes

Q. what do you do with the footwear
the man is wearing?

K. [MASK], IsA, sports shirt

A. jersey

Q. what is the sports shirt worn by
the tennis player?

K. [MASK], CreatedBy, baker

A. bread

Q. what is the object called that is
created by a baker and sitting on
top of the bowl?

K. [MASK], DefinedAs, part of object
designed to grasped by hand

A. handle

Q. what is the black shiny item that is
designed to be grasped by the
hand and is inside a shoe?

K. [MASK], AtLocation, shopping mall

A. bag

Q. what kind of an object is carried to
the shopping mall for purchase?

K. [MASK], MadeUpOf, cheese

A. pizza

Q. what is in the tray and is made up
of cheese?

K. [MASK], UsedFor, soak in

A. bathtub

Q. what object against the wall can
fill with water to soak in?

K. tire, MadeUpOf, [MASK]

A. rubber

Q. what is the black outside of a tire
made of?

K. [MASK], CapableOf, hunt rabbit

A. bear

Q. which animal have a capable of to
hunt rabbit for their food?

K. [MASK], DefinedAs, tallest land
animal

A. giraffe

Q. what is the animal standing in the
grass that is defined as the tallest
land animal?

K. [MASK], Desires, water and sun

A. plant

Q. what is the object that needs water
and sun which is against the
wooden wall?

Figure 2. Additional examples of the K-VQG dataset (2)



K. kite, AtLocation, [MASK]

A. park

Q. where do you traditionally play
with the toy the kid is holding?

K. [MASK], HasProperty, yellow

A. banana

Q. what is the yellow fruit on the right
called?

K. [MASK], HasA, nose

A. elephant

Q. what is the animal standing near
the fence that has a long nose?

K. ski, HasPrerequisite, [MASK]

A. go to ski mountain

Q. what do you need when you go to
ski mountain?

K. flag, CapableOf, [MASK]

A. wave from pole

Q. what can the row of colorful
objects do when hanging outside?

K. [MASK], UsedFor, sit down on

A. bench

Q. what flat wooden surface next to
the table can people sit down on?

K. [MASK], IsA, device

A. television

Q. what electronic device is in the
wooden entertainment center?

K. [MASK], IsA, breakfast food

A. doughnut

Q. what is the dark round object that
is often ate at breakfast time?

K. [MASK], HasProperty, long neck

A. giraffe

Q. what is the large animal with the
long tall neck?

K. hat, UsedFor, [MASK]

A. prottecting head

Q. what is the red thing the man is
wearing used for?

K. [MASK], ReceivesAction, served in
bowl

A. soup

Q. which item, served in bowl, is next
to the roll?

K. [MASK], CapableOf, shade people
from sun

A. umbrella

Q. what large red item on the metal
pole is helping to shade people
from sun?

Figure 3. Additional examples of the K-VQG dataset (3)


